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This talk

(1) Some of my friends were there.
Implied: Not all of them.

I Exhaustivity is characterized in terms of the exclusion of
non-entailed/unmentioned alternatives.

I For this, the set of alternatives must be asymmetrical (Kroch, 1972):
I For instance: {some, all},
I but not: {some, some-but-not-all, all} (“Symmetry Problem”)

I Since exhaustivity occurs regularly, these alternative sets must tend
to be asymmetrical.

Why?
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1.1. Why not?
I.e., why wouldn’t alternative sets be asymmetrical?

Conceptual argument:

I Alternatives have something to do with relevance;

I Relevance is necessarily symmetrical.

Empirical argument:

I Even if relevance can be asymmetrical...

I it is sometimes symmetrical in cases where exhaustivity arises.
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1.2. The conceptual argument(s)
E.g., Chierchia et al. 2012

Symmetry of relevance would:

1. follow from certain notions of relevance in the literature (e.g.,
Carnap 1950);

I But not from others – anyway, most of these notions are not
designed for language.

2. follow from modeling relevance in terms of answerhood, using
partition theory (Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984).

I But not using different theories – also, no direct mapping between
relevance and the meanings of interrogatives needs to be assumed.

3. be a ‘natural’ and ‘hard to avoid’ assumption;

I Really?

4. be necessary for the exhaustivity implicature itself to be relevant;

I Implicatures are separate intents

,

relevant to a separate, secondary
QUD (cf. Potts 2005).
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1.3. The empirical argument
i.e., that relevance is sometimes symmetrical when exhaustivity arises.

(2) A: Who (of J, M, B) was present?
B: John was there. (implied: not Mary, not Bill)

Is relevance symmetrical here?

I example (2) doesn’t make a very strong case;

I but what about (3)?

(3) A: Who (of J, M, B) was present, and who was absent?
B: (Of J, M, B,) John was there. (implied: not Mary, not Bill)

I Seems possible, but it is an empirical question...

I Spoiler: my proposal will predict that (3) is possible.
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2.1. Scales

Perhaps the alternatives come from (relevance filtered by) lexical scales
(Gazdar 1979, Chierchia et al. 2012).

Criticism: Scales don’t explain the asymmetry they describe (e.g., Russell
2006, Geurts 2010).

What are scales anyway? Possible views (among others?):

I Horn scale: (possibly) lexical knowledge about what is typically
co-relevant.

I Hirschberg (ad hoc) scale: representation of what is currently
relevant.
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2.2. Brevity (1/2)

(1) Some of my friends were there.
Implied: Not all of them.

Proposed explanation (e.g., McCawley 1978, Atlas and Levinson 1981,
Horn 1984, Lassiter 2010):

I if both “all” and “some-but-not-all” are relevant,

I “some-but-not-all” may be omitted for brevity’s sake;

I whereas no such excuse exists for omitting “all”.

Some criticism:

I brevity seems as context-dependent as relevance itself (Matsumoto, 1995);

I brevity shouldn’t have such a central role (Russell 2006).
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2.3. Brevity (2/2): further criticism
Brevity may seem plausible for “all” vs. “some but not all”, but:

I what about “was” vs. “wasn’t”? Or “present” vs. “absent”?

(3) A: Who (of J, M, B) was present, and who was absent?
B: John was there. (implied: not Mary, not Bill)

I what if the speaker obviously isn’t trying to be brief?

(4) Well, that is a most interesting question indeed, and I’d be delighted
if I could be of humble assistance: of your distinguished friends, John
and Mary were at the party. (→ Bill wasn’t.)

I And lastly, what about the mirror image of (3)?

(5) A: Who (of J, M, B) was present, and who was absent?
B: John wasn’t there / was absent. (→ Mary & Bill were present.)
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Doing pragmatics requires that we always keep an eye on both.

And lastly:

I various implications for the different pragmatic/grammatical
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